Communication mechanisms are introduced into the program schemes of Concurrent Dynamic Logic, on both the propositional and the first-order levels. The elfects of these mechanisms (particularly, channels, shared variables, and "message collectors") on issues of expressiveness and decidability are investigated. In general, we find that both respects are dominated by the extent to which the capabilities of synchronization and (unbounded) counting are enabled in the communication scheme. 'i?
Let us start with an overview of the syntax and semantics of CPDL. The syntax of CPDL is just that of PDL, with the addition of a concurrency operator A on programs. Thus, we have atomic formulas {P,}, atomic programs {a;}, and the construction rules:
(1) every Pi is a formula, (2) if A and B are formulas, and CI is a program, then A v B, 1 A, and (a) A are formulas, and (3) every ai is a program, (4) if a, /I are programs and A is a formula, then a u B, a n /?, a; a, a* and A? are programs.
The semantics interprets formulas over models (S, z,'p) , where S is a set of states, rc attaches a subset n(P) of S to every atomic formula P, and p attaches a subset p(a) of S x 2' to every atomic program a. Intuitively, (s, U) E p(a) for s E S and U 5: S if a can be executed from s, to reach all states of U in parallel. Thus, the formula (a) A holds in a state s iff there is a set U c S s.t. (s, U) E p(a), and each state in U satisfies A.
We extend rc and p to all formulas and programs by the rules The definition of (a) A corresponds to the requirement that there exists a computation of a such that A holds in every one of its end-states. An alternative choice could be to make (a) A hold whenever there exists a computation of a such that A holds in some of its end states. The approach we chose seems more appropriate for describing global correctness conditions required from (all the branches of) a program, and parallels the corresponding requirement on the branches of the computation of an alternating Turing machine [AKS] . Nevertheless, it should be clear that it is always possible to impose specific conditions on individual branches by including tests in appropriate points in the program, e.g., as in ((a; q? ) n /?) true.
In a subsequent paper [Pe3] we examine a more flexible approach to defining program schemes, based on the notion of tree-regular languages. One of the byproducts of this approach is the capability of using reasonably general Boolean combinations of end-tests in formulas of the form (a) A.
See [Pel ] for a more detailed discussion of CPDL.
DAVID PELEG

Trees
We now give a slightly modified, yet equivalent construction for the interpretation p of programs, based on the notion of a tree, or a tree-like computation. This construction provides the technical basis for extending CDL for dealing with communication.
A seq (cf. [MeP] ) is a (deterministic) PDL program containing no appearances of u or *, i.e., a sequence of concatenated atomic programs and tests.
The role of trees in concurrent programs is analogous to that of seq's in regular programs; both can be used to describe some specific, deterministic execution of a program. (Here, the term "deterministic" refers to the control structure of the program, and bears no implications on the interpretation of atomic programs.) A tree, or a tree computation, is a CPDL program containing no appearances of u or *. Thus the set of trees can be defined as the closure of atomic programs and tests under concatenation and A.
A tree (r is said to be in tree form if it conforms to the following inductive definition.
(1) true? is a tree, (2) if a, /I are trees, a is an atomic program and A is a formula, then a n p, a; CI and A?; u are trees.
A tree in tree form can be represented as a tree whose arcs are labeled by the atomic programs and tests of the tree, and each n corresponds to a split into two branches. The leaves of this tree correspond to the endpoints of the different parallel processes spawned by the tree. The transformation between trees in tree form and the trees representing them is straightforward in both directions, and we will freely use both presentations. Note 2.1. Every tree can be transformed into tree form. For instance, if CI and B are in tree form, then a; /I (not necessarily in tree form by itself) can be transformed into tree form by attaching the tree representing /I to every leaf of the tree representing ~1. This corresponds to the repreated application of the transformation rule (0 n y); 6 Z. 8; 6 n y; 6 to any sub-program of a; /I, whenever possible. Note also that this rule is valid for CPDL programs in general, and also with u instead of n. However, if the 6 is to the left of the brackets, then both transformations (either with u or n) are invalid; hence a tree cannot be further decomposed into a set of completely separate parallel seq's.
It is well-known that the semantics of a (nondeterministic) sequential PDL program c( can be defined on the basis of a set r(a) of (deterministic) seq's, describing the possible runs of c(, so that p(a) = U BEr,arj p(B). Analogously, the semantics of a (nondeterministic) concurrent program CI can be based on a collection of (deterministic) trec's. Every program CI is associated with a set of trees Z(U), representing all of its possible runs.
Note that the definition of z serves merely as a transformation from one syntactic object to another, and therefore gives meaning only to the compositional and structural connectives of the language (i.e., n, u, ; and *), and does not deal with the interpretation of any primitive actions in the model. The sets z(a) are defined by
(1) r(a,)= {a,}, for atomic programs ai, 
r(a; /?) = (0 1 3y, d1 ,..., dk(y~r(a), 6 ,,..., s,~r(fl), y has k leaves, and 0 is obtained by attaching each hi to one of the leaves of y)>, (6) r(tx*) is the (minimal) set constructed by (precisely) the following rules:
(6.1) true? E z(u*). (6.2) For every y, 6 and 8, if y ~z(cc*), 6 E z(a) and 0 is obtained by attaching 6 to one of the leaves of y, then also 8 E r(c(*).
Note that z(c1) contains only trees in tree form, and, in particular, for any tree a, z(a) contains (some) tree-form-equivalents of c(. Finally, we give the following characterization for p(u) in CPDL, equivalent to the original definition. First use that original definition to define p'(p) for trees /? in tree form; then let P(U) = u PEr(a) p'(P), for every program a. Note 2.2. In all further references to the definition of p(a) in the semantics of CPDL, this characterization is implied.
C-goto-CPDL
We also need a different version of CPDL, defined and studied in [Pe3] . This version, named c-goto-CPDL, is based on representing programs in the form of a concurrent goto scheme, which is essentially a linear representation for a flowchart. A propositional concurrent goto scheme is a program composed of a sequence of labeled commands of the types where P is a formula in c-goto-CPDL, and ai is an atomic command. The semantics of c-goto-CPDL is based on models similar to those of CPDL. Informally, the semantics of the (N-GOTO) command is that of a nondeterministic branch, and the semantics of a (TEST) is that of a guard, i.e. it can be passed only if the formula P evaluates to true in the present state, otherwise the run aborts.
When a process reaches a command of type (PAR), it splits into two parallel processes, identical by their state. (Giving this "real life" interpretation, we may say that the memory locations held by the original process are duplicated, and each of the two new processes receives an identical private copy.) Now one of the processes proceeds to execute the command labeled l', and the other proceeds to I", and from now on the two processes remain separate and independent, with no connection whatsoever.
A detailed formal definition of the semantics is given [Pe3], and will not be repeated here. We note for future use PROPOSITION 2.1 [ Pe3 1. The validity problem for c-goto-CPDL can be decided in nondeterministic double exponential time.
Concurrent QDL
Let us now review also the quantified (first-order) language CQDL, which relates to QDL just as CPDL relates to PDL.
The language of CQDL is defined analogously to CPDL, on the basis of firstorder logic (with equality) (cf. [Hl] ).
Thus, the atomic formulas are predicates P(0) where 5 is a tuple of terms. The programs are defined just like their propositional counterparts, except that the atomic operations are chosen to be simple assignments x, c r~. Programs and formulas use a tuple of variables x = {x, )...) x,,}, and the assignments and tests refer to some fixed signature; o is a term over the signature involving variables from X.
The semantics is based on a first-order structure d = (9, P1,...,f,,...) with a domain 9 and a collection of predicates Pi and functions fi, corresponding to the signature of the language. The set of states S associated with such structure is the set of possible interpretations for the variable set X used in the scheme; every possible assignment of values from 9 to variables in X corresponds to a state. The structure induces an interpretation for terms c in every state, and also an interpretation of the atomic formulas; the truth-value of P(5) in a state s is determined by the value of P(6,) in the structure, where 0, is the evaluation of ~7 in the state s.
A subset n(cp) of S is attached to every formula cp, and a subset p(a) of S x 2' to every program ~1. The values of z(cp) are determined just as in ordinary QDL, with the obvious modification and p is defined just as in CPDL, with an additional rule for assignments Ax;+ 0) = {(s, 4~sl~;l) I s E S>> where s[a,/xi] represents a state s' similar to s except that xi is interpreted in s' as os, the evaluation of the term r~ in s.
PARTB:
THE PROPOSITIONAL LEVEL 3. Channel-CPDL A run of a CPDL program (or tree) can be described by a tree in which there are no connections between different branches. The run starts at a certain common state s, but once the program splits into two or more parallel processes, these processes advance separately, with no synchronization or connection whatsoever.
The semantic world of concurrent programs with communication can no longer have this simple form; there must be some connection between the different branches. Therefore it is advantageous to consider super-states, representing cuts in the computation tree, and the semantic definitions have to refer simultaneously to all states in the cut and all programs operating in the different branches. For example, Fig. 3 .1 shows a sequence of super-states representing a run on some computation tree.
We want to allow a full nondeterminism of concurrency, in the sense that any "timing shuflle" of the separate branches is allowed (unless it violates the synchronization restrictions imposed by the communication). Communication between two parallel processes is enabled in channel-CPDL by means of channels, as is done in several concurrent languages. The notation we use resembles that of CCS [Ml] .
We proceed to give a precise definition of the syntax and semantics of channel-CPDL.
Syntax of channel-CPDL
The syntax is based on CPDL, with the following additions: The language has a collection of channels { Ci}. In addition to atomic programs and tests, the following atomic communication operations are allowed: C!O (resp. C! 1) reading "transmit 0 (resp. 1) over channel c', and C?O (resp. C?l ) reading "receive 0 (1) over channel C'.
Semantics of channel-CPDL
Informally, communication is carried out in the following manner. When a process reaches the command C!O, it has to wait for some parallel process to execute C?O. These two operations happen simultaneously, and then each process continues separately. (A similar procedure occurs for C!l and C?l.) Both processes remain, after executing a communication command, in the state they were in before communication took place. Thus, actually, communicating can be viewed as the synchronization of tests, or "guards," in the two processes.
Nevertheless, it is clear that these commands can be used by a process in order to transfer, for instance, the value of a predicate P in its current state (by executing P?; C!l u (1 P)?; C!O) and another process can make a decision on the basis of such a message (by executing C?O; au C?l; /?).
A formal definition of the semantics of channel-CPDL is rather complicated, compared to that of CPDL, as a result of having to deal simultaneously with superstates instead of handling each branch separately. For instance, p(a n /3) can be defined in CPDL by defining first p(a) and p(B) separately, but in channel-CPDL this definition cannot be split without introducing additional semantical objects. In fact, if there are common channels between a and B, it may be that a or /3 are not executable at all, once separated. Thus the semantic rules must also consider several parallel processes, or a super-process.
The model provides an interpretation p(a) E Sx S for atomic programs a, thus we limit ourselves to sequential models (cf. [Pel] ). This definition now has to be extended to super-processes.
We i.e., p(E) consists of tuples (S, 3') with ISI = n and IS'1 3 n.
The definition of p(E) for every super-process Cr follows the lines of the corresponding definition for CPDL in Section 2.2. In general, we retain the distinction between the compositional/structural connectives of the language and the primitive operations. As far as the first ones go, we keep the tree-like nature of our basic deterministic programs-the trees, and the decomposition of general programs into trees. Hence, we still have the transformations described in Note 2.1, including
(1) (8ny);6=0;6ny;6 and (2) (euy);s*e;suy;s.
We first define the set of trees ~(a) associated with each program a. This definition goes exactly as in Section 2.2, modified of course to account also for atomic communication operations.
Next we define p(Z) for a super-process cl consisting only of trees in tree form. At this stage, the semantic interpretation of the channel communication operations imposes some synchronization connections between separate branches of the trees, so these branches are no more independent and the trees lose their tree-like nature.
(1) (2) If cli = a; p, (Si, S') E p(a) and (S(1, i- 
Ifai=C!1;8,,aj=C?1;pz,j>i and (5, F)~p(i?(l, i-1) I~,[ E(i+ l,j-1) lpzl c?(j+ 1,n)) --then (s, r) E p(E).
Similarly whenj < i, and when the message is 0 on both sides. If ai=A?;a,siE7c(A) and (S, T)~~(ti(l, i-1) I/J'I ci(i+ 1, n)) then (S, 7) E p(a).
Ifa,=j?ny and (S(1, i-1) Is,(s,( S(i+ 1, n), T)~p(ii(l, i-1) lp\yl ti(i+ 1, n)) then (5, 7) E p(E). andtli, 1 <i<n(s,~n(A)))).
Discussion. The definition of program semantics here differs from that given to concurrent programs without communication.
Actually, here we interpret a program computation as leading from a single state to a multiset of states. This may lead to a serious difference in the interpretation of certain programs. For example, let tt = true? n true?, a = tt; a and p(a) = { ( sO, si), (so, sz)). Then by our previous rules p(tt)=p(true?), and p(a)= {(so, {srj), (so, {s2))j, while according to the multiset interpretation p mult(a)= {(so, Csl I ~~11, (so, Cs, I s,l), (so, Cs2 I s,]), (so, [s2 I s,] )}, meaning that it is possible for a to split and reach two different states.
We chose the "set" interpretation for concurrent programs without communication for its simplicity and compatibility with the definitions of game logic. When communication is involved, this does not seem to work anymore. However, we should observe that this choice of semantics for schemes does not affect the interpretation offormulas in the logics. The reason is that, as can be easily shown,
for every program a (iditifying a multiset U with the set set(U) consisting precisely of its elements), and (2) (s, U) E pmult(a) * 3u'( U' c set(U), (s, v') E p(a)) for every program a.
These two observations serve to prove that for any formula A, z(A) = rr,&A). This holds on both the propositional and first-order levels.
As for the interpretation of formulas, one should note that by this semantics, two programs c1 and /? in separate contexts (say, in (a) A and (p) B) are still totally disconnected and no communication is possible between them. Furthermore, even the attached formula A has no way of referring to the channels of ~1, and the same applies even to tests in a. This means, for instance, that valid CPDL axioms such as (cxn/?)Ar(cr)Ar\ ( The following examples demonstrate the expressive power gained by the introduction of communication.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Leaf counting. Considering models in the form of finite full binary a/b trees, the formula even, addresses exactly those models in which there is an even number of leaves satisfying P (see Fig. 3 .2).
even, :
(((anb)*;leafl; ((lP)?u(P?; C!l)))n(C?l; C?l)*) true, where leaf:
The main program of even , splits into several parallel processes, one for each branch of the tree. Each of these processes, upon reaching a leaf, tests P, and sends a message if P is true. A separate process receives these messages and keeps track of the parity of their number.
In order to account also for partial binary trees (i.e., in which a node may have one child), replace the sub-program (an b)* with Applied to a finite binary a/b dug, the program counts the number of different paths leading to leaves satisfying P. Thus, consider a model as in Fig. 3 .3, where in each state exactly one of the arcs leaving it is denoted by a, and one by b. In such a model, rr(even,) = { 3k ( k al}, since the number of different paths from a state n to the end is exactly the n th Fibonacci number, which is even for n = 3k, k b 1.
These examples demonstrate one function of communication, namely, sending messages and "final reports" from independent subprocesses to a main "counting" process. However, channel-CPDL can provide for the other functions as well. The following example demonstrates the use of synchronization. EXAMPLE 3.2. Post correspondence problem. This example is based on the ideas used in [HPS] to show the undecidability of PDL + (a'jy' ) i 2 0}, by reducing the Post correspondence problem (PCP) to its satisliability problem.
The models concerned here are each in the form of a finite path pA = (s,,, s, ,..., s,) connected by an atomic program a, with an atomic predicate P interpreted over the states of the model. Such a model ~2' represents a word Z&=ol...om; for each 1 < i < m, r~, = 1 if si j= P, otherwise 0; = 0. Let X = (x1 ,..., xn), 9 = (y, ,..., y,) be a given instance of PCP. We construct a channel-CPDL formula correspond,,, which is satisfiable in the model &! iff the represented word zM is a solution to the given PCP instance (X, j).
The formula correspond,j employs two processes, one to "guess" and verify an x-partition of the word, and the other for the y-partition. The processes make use of channels Ci (1 d Ian) in order to force the simultaneous application of words xi and yi.
The formula correspond,, is constructed as follows. correspond,,, states that CI and /? can be executed in parallel on the path P,~, which implies that P,~ can be decomposed into k parts corresponding to a sequence of k words xi, and, alternatively, into k parts corresponding to k words y;, with matching indices (as verified through the appropriate channels). This means that the model indeed represents a solution to the given PCP instance.
Shared-CPDL
The second system to be discussed is shared-CPDL, in which we allow the use of shared Boolean variables.
Syntax of shared-CPDL
In addition to the basic syntax of CPDL, the language also has a set of Boolean variables {Xi). For any X,, the language allows Xi= 0 and Xi= 1 as atomic formulas, and Xi +-0 or Xi +-1 are atomic programs.
These variables thus resemble the Boolean variables proposed in [A], forming B-PDL as an extension of PDL. However, while B-PDL is shown to be essentially no more powerful than PDL, the shared variables of shared-CPDL increase its power considerably. Actually, it is possible to add Boolean variables to concurrent schemes as local variables, with a private set of variables for every process [Pe3]. This yields a Boolean version of CPDL which is essentially equivalent to CPDL, in the sense of [A] .
Semantics of shared-CPDL
The evaluation of the shared variables is not a part of any state si, but an independent part of the super-state. Thus a super-state d consists of two parts: a vector S= [s, ) ... 1 s,] of states (where each si contains a separate valuation for the ordinary predicates), and a valuation I,: {Xi} + (0, 1 } for the shared variables. This means that the value of X is identical in all of the sub-states si. In particular, an assignment into a shared variable in one of the processes has to change I,.
This definition alone, coupled with the nondeterministic semantics of concurrency in CPDL, does not allow an intelligible use of communication. We must allow also some mechanism providing the feature of mutual exclusion. This may be achieved, for instance, by means of a test-and-set command, 7'S(X), meaning the indivisible execution of X= O?; X t 1 (i.e., with no interference of other processes allowed between the two steps).
The appropriate semantic rules are:
Semantic Rule for X + 0 ifai=XcO;/?,~= (S,ZS) and
(Here, by Z,[O/X] we mean an interpretation Z' that is equivalent to Z,, except that X is interpreted as 0. Similar notation will be used in several different contexts in the sequel.)
Semantic Rule for TS (X) if cli = TS(X); /$ s^ = (J;, I,), Z,(X) = 0
and
These rules replace part (3) in the definition of the semantics of channel-CPDL. The rest of the definition remains the same.
count-CPDL
As will be shown later, the powerful capabilities of channel-CPDL render its validity problem undecidable. This follows, for instance, from the capability of synchronization, as demonstrated in Example 3.2. Such behaviour (on the propositional level) raises the interesting question of finding a "less powerful" version of communication, with "more desirable" properties. This motivates the consideration of a limited version of channel-CPDL, in which communication is non-blocking, i.e., the messages sent through channels are not synchronized, or "time-stamped, " in any way. When a process wishes to send a message on some channel C, it simply does so and proceeds with its activities, without worrying about the existence of a receiving process. Similarly, whenever a process wishes to receive a mesage, it "accepts" it and proceeds, even if no process has sent it yet. The only requirement is that in the end of the whole computation, there will be an appropriate matching for "sent" and "received" messages (including from a process to itself). This situation can be thought of also as being handled by a control mechanism based on an (unordered) "infinite buffer," which keeps and matches different "send" and "receive" requests of messages.
We present this system in a slightly cleaner form, through the notion of counts. We define two logics named count-CPDL and u-count-CPDL. These logics do not provide all functions of communication discussed earlier. In particular, separate processes are independent and ignorant of each other; they are not synchronizable, and cannot receive messages.
The only sense in which there is communication in count-CPDL and u-count-CPDL is that processes can send reports, or messages, to an imaginary main control process. This control process has, in principle, no means of identifying the source of messages, or the order in which they were sent; it can only count the number of messages it has received of each type, according to its specifications.
We distinguish between several types of counting. A particularly powerful type is that of unbounded counting. This type appears in u-count-CDPL but not in count-CPDL. Later we see that this powerful capability renders u-count-CPDL undecidable. (In fact, the properties of unbounded counting and synchronization are independent of each other, and each alone causes undecidability.)
Syntax of count-CPDL
The syntax of count-CPDL is similar to that of CPDL, with the following changes. The languages has a set of messages {Mi). Any message M, is allowed as an atomic program (in addition to the usual atomic programs and tests). Given a program a containing appearances of messages M, ,..., Mk, a specification spec as described below and a formula A, (a),pec A is also a formula.
The subscript spec stands for a collection of counting specifications of the following three types:
(Sl) modular counting: #Mi= I (mod t), (S2) full counting: # Mi = 1,
A fourth type of counting specifications is
The language resulting from allowing also full comparisons (S4) is u-count-CPDL.
Semantics of count-CPDL
The intended meaning of the formula (a),,, A is that the number of messages sent by a has to match the specification of spec. For example, if spec = { #M, = #M, (mod 5)) u { #M, = 7}, then the formula claims that some tree /I of a can be executed so that A holds at the end of each branch, the number of messages M, and Mz sent in /I is equal, modulo 5, and the number of M, messages sent in /I is 7. (Here, again, the definition of trees has to be extended to include also messages as atomic steps.)
A formal definition of the semantics now follows. The interpretation p'(a) of a tree a in tree form is just as in CPDL. In addition let p'(M,) = @(true?), for any message Mi
For any tree a, let # (Mi, a) denote the number of occurrences of Mi in a. Let spec be a given set of specifications. For every tree a, let spec, denote the set of statements obtained from spec by replacing any appearance of #M, with # (Mi, a). Let z(spec) denote the collection of trees conforming to the specifications of spec, r(spec) = (a ( a is a tree, all statements in spec, are true}.
Given any program a, restrict r(a) to trees satisfying the requirements of spec by letting $a, spec) = z(a) n z(spec).
For any program a let p(a, spec) = IJ BE r(a,spec) P'(B). Finally define 4 (a jspec A 1 as in CPDL, only using p(a, Spec) instead of p(a).
The same definition applies to the semantics of u-count-CPDL too, with spec understood to include also specifications of type (S4).
Despite its obvius limitations, count-CPDL can express several properties which we suspect to be otherwise inexpressible in CPDL. This formula works just as does euen 1, except that the parity counting is done implicitly, and not by an explicitly defined process.
A slightly different formula of interest is one-mod-three:
((anb)*;feaf?;M)(.,=,(,,d3)} true.
Referring to some state in a finite binary a/b tree (or dag), this second formula asserts that the number of different paths leading from the state to leaves in the tree (dag) is 1, modulo 3. In particular, in the case of a full and balanced binary tree this means that the state is at an even height, considering leaves to be at height 0 (this specific case can of course be handled in PDL too, by a simpler formula).
The next example is a u-count-CPDL formula demonstrating the power of unbounded counting. For future purposes, let grid-PDL be the language
Finally we show some properties of count-CPDL.
DEFINITION. A u-count-CPDL formula is singly specified iff in any subformula (a)SppC A, any message Mj participates in at most one specification statement of spec.
LEMMA 5.1. For any u-count-CPDL formula A there is an equivalent singly specified formula A'.
Proof
Let (a),,, B be a subformula of A, and assume that the message Mi appears in k different statements of spec. Replace every occurrence of Mi in a with A4; ;...; M;k, where M{, 1 <j< k are new message symbols, and modify the k specification statements involving M, so that each will concern exactly one distinct M/. 1 Consequently, we will freely assume formulas to be singly specified, whenever convenient.
We now claim that the specification type (S3) (modular comparisons) is redundant in the presence of type (Sl) (modular counting). ,!,r, L2 interpretable over compatible models, we say that L, <L, iff for every formula cp E L, there is an equivalent formula $ E L,. L, = L, iff L, < L, and L2 < L,. L, < Lz iff L, < L2 and not L2 < L,.
When we try to compare the logics based on channels and shared variables with each other, we run into the problem of their incomparable models. Strictly speaking, channel-CPDL formulas cannot refer to the variables of shared-CPDL. However, comparisons can be made in a way similar to the comparisons between the Boolean and propositional versions of PDL and CPDL [A, Pe3], i.e., by ignoring the "shared" part of the semantics, and considering the "state" part alone. Such comparisons are dependent on the initial values of the shared variables. Thus, every shared-CPDL formula can be simulated by a set of channel-CPDL formulas, one formula for each possible assignment Z, of initial values to the variables. The interpretation of any of the channel-CPDL formulas is identical to the "state part" of the original formula, assuming that initial interpretation.
Let L, be a logic with shared variables and L, be a propositional logic. We define the following notions. For a formula A EL, involving shared variables 8=(X1,..., X,), a formula BE L2 and a Boolean tuple 6 = (b, ,..., b,), we say that A E 6 B (b equivalence) iff for every state s and every interpretation Z, in every shared model, SE n(B)o (s, Z[Z$X]) E n(A). L, GIL, iff for every formula A EL, (involving X) and f or every Boolean tuple 6, there is a formula Ah E L, s.t. A E h Ah. L, = I L2 (I-equioalence) iff L, <, L, and L, < L, .
It is easy to see that shared-CPDL can simulate the channel communication of channel-CPDL, in the usual way. A channel C can be represented by a tuple of three shared variables, (X,., M,., G,.), where X,. stores the value of the transferred message, M, stores the mode of the channel (with 0 meaning the channel is free, and 1 meaning a mesage was broadcasted, and the channel awaits a receiving process), and G, implements the guard ensuring mutual exclusion.
Thus Note that we must delay the transmitting process until its message is received by someone, otherwise it might continue its run, and eventually read its own message.
A formula (a) A in channel-CPDL can now be translated into (init; a')(proper-end A A), where init sets initial zero vaues to all G, and M, variables, a' is the same as a except that communication commands are replaced as above, and proper-end checks all that M, variables end with zero values.
Hence we have shown LEMMA 6.1. channel-CPDL G shared-CPDL.
The above simulation involves a subtle point which demonstrates a certain weakness of CPDL, namely, its inapropriateness for handling deadlocks. During the simulation of a channel communication operation, a "bad timing" of some shared-CPDL processes might cause a deadlock. However, such a possible run does not affect the interpretation p of the program, as it does not result in any legal "start-end" pair of states; hence, the semantics ignores such a run, much in the same way that it ignores runs which fail due to a false test (e.g., which try to test for P? in a state where P is false). See also the discussion in Section 10.
In the other direction we can show In the simulating program we have a separate, dedicated process sirnull: for every shared variable X, simulating X under the assumption that X is initialized by b. This process uses two channels, C, and G,, to conduct the assignments/tests and the TS commands, respectively. The program j3 is transformed into j?' by the following changes: Note that we do not care to prevent other processes from changing the values of the shared variables while we check the pre-conditions of a test, in a program segment (C,, ?b 1 ;...; C,"?b,; E6?). (This could be done by using semaphores to make this whole segment a critical section.) The reason is that this segment has no communication other than with the simul, processes, and therefore it has no synchronization constraints on it; if the test can be executed successfully provided some other process changes the value of Xi during the execution of the program segment, then it can be executed also with the other process changing Xi before the test segment started. 1
Consequently we have COROLLARY 6.3. shared-CPDL = , channel-CPDL. This yields two possible alternatives for full comparison of the two systems, each of which requiring a change in one of the logics, to form a common basis.
The first alternative is to consider essentially shared-CPDL models. This requires us to extend the semantics of channel-CPDL so as to allow it to recognize shared variables within atomic predicates X= O/l. Call the resulting logic channel-CPDL".
The other alternative is to consider essentially channel-CPDL models. This requires us to restrict the syntax of shared-CPDL so that shared variables must be assigned values before they are tested. Then the semantic rules for the resulting language, shared-CPDL', will construct the interpretation Z, for shared variables gradually, defining Z,(X) only after X was assigned to for the first time. (2) channel-CPDL = shared-CPDL".
Proof: The (< ) direction of both cases is just as in Lemma 6.1. For the other direction, let the equivalent of A E shared-CPDL be //h ((x= b) A Ah) in channel-CPDL", and let the equivalent of A E shared-CPDL" be Ah for an arbitrary h, where the formula As is the 6-equivalent of A in channel-CPDL. 1
Next we show that in expressive power CPDL < count-CPDL < u-count-CPDL < channel-CPDL.
We conjecture that the first inequality is strict too. For instance, we suspect that the formula even, of count-PDL, given in Example 5.1, is inexpressible in CPDL. However, we can prove strictness only for the middle inequality. The first inequality is trivial. Strictness of the second inequality is shown by complexity considerations on the satistiability problem of the involved languages.
LEMMA 6.5. The formula grid(P) of Example 5.2 (for an atomic formula P) is inexpressible in count-CPDL.
Proof: Assume that there is a count-CPDL formula g(P) equivalent to grid(P). Then for every formula tj in prop. calculus, the formula grid($) of grid-PDL can be expressed in count-CPDL by replacing every occurrence of P in g(P) with $. This means that grid-PDL is effectively translatable into count-CPDL. On the other hand, in the next section it is shown that count-CPDL is decidable while grid-PDL is not; a contradiction.
[ COROLLARY 6.6. count-CPDL < u-count-CPDL.
Finally we show the third inequality.
PROPOSITION 6.7. u-count-CPDL d channel-CPDL.
Proof: channel-CPDL can represent the main counter controls of a u-count-CPDL formula by means of additional processes, receiving the messages from all other processes and counting them. Let A = (~l),~~~ B be a (singly specified) formula employing messages M, ,..., M,. By Lemma 5.2 we assume no specifications of type (S3) are present. Let IX' be the program obtained by replacing every occurrence of Mi with C,!l, where Ci is a new channel, for every 1 6 id k. By the inductive hypothesis, let B' be a channel-CPDL formula equivalent to B.
For any specification statement stat in spec construct a counting process count,,,,, according to the type of the message: This last program spawns an arbitrary (even) number of parallel processes, half of which wait to read 1 in channel Ci, and the other half expect 1 in Cj. Now A can be replaced by the channel-CPDL formula 7. Decidability Issues Example 3.2 can be easily used to prove that the validity problem for channel-CPDL is undecidable, by a reduction from Post Correspondence Problem (PCP). For a given instance of PCP, we can construct a channel-CPDL formula p~p,,~ which is satisfiable iff the given instance has a solution. Specifically, it is necessary to force the model to be of the desired form of a single path (or several isomorphic ones), and then state correspondx,Y. Details appear in [Pe2] .
Thus the ability to synchronize two parallel processes renders the validity problem of channel-CPDL undecidable. Note that in this example, the ability to spawn an unbounded number of processes has not been used; in fact, at most two processes participated in any program.
We now show that the validity problems of channel-CPDL, u-count-CPDL and even grid-PDL are actually I;r:-hard. This stems from the capability of unbounded comparisons, and is shown by reducing a certain recurring domino problem to the satisfiability problem of grid-PDL. Note that here we do not use any form of synchronization. Thus each of these two capabilities by itself is powerful enough to cause undecidability.
The proof goes along the lines of several similar proofs in [H3]; in particular, that non-inference and non-implication in PDL are ,E'i-hard.
The input to the domino problem is a finite set T= {d,,,..., d,,,} of domino types, each of the form di = (lefi, righti, up,, down,) Next we show that the validity problem of count-CPDL is decidable by reducing it to c-goto-CPDL.
Let (cr),,,. A (or the equivalent (c(; A?),,, true) be a singly specified count-CPDL formula. For simplicity assume c( contains a single message A4 and spec contains a single specification #M=j (mod k) (specifications of type (S2) and the cases of several specifications and several messages are handled by an appropriate generalization).
First transform GI into an equivalent concurrent goto scheme with messages, lY.' = (1: y,,..., m: 7,). The time required for this translation and the size of the resulting program are both linear in the size of the original program.
Translating a' into c-goto-CPDL without messages proceeds as follows. Construct k identical copies of CI, denoted a',..., uk -', with the labels of c& being 1 ',..., mi. The idea is that a run of the new program will reach label I' just when the original a had to reach label I and in the computation of the original program, the subtree rooted in the corresponding state contains i (mod k) occurrences of M. Together with Proposition 2.1 we can now obtain an elementary procedure for validity in count-CPDL, where the exact complexity depends on the representation of specifications. If a specification #A4 =i (mod k) is written with a binary representation fori and k, then the translation causes an exponential blowup. In the general case where there are several messages (which may be multiply specified) we get an exponential blowup in the square of the formula size. Therefore we have PROWSITION 7.5. The validity problem for count-CPDL can be decided nondeterministically in time triple exponential in n2, where n is the size of the formula. The language channel-CQDL relates to CQDL just as channel-CPDL relates to CPDL, except that the messages are not necessarily Boolean. The syntax is that of CQDL (Sect. 2.4), with the addition of the channel communication operations C!x, meaning "transmit the value of x over channel C," and C?y, meaning "receive the message from channel C into y."
The semantics is based on a first-order structure d = (9, Pr,...,f, ,...), and employs a set of S of states, which are determined, as in CQDL, by the values of all involved variables. The values of the interpretation functions n and p are determined as in channel-CPDL, with the following modifications:
(a) On the first-order level, atomic formulas are predicates P(6) where (5 is a tuple of terms, and are assumed to include equality. Their truth-value in a state is determined by the value of P(6,) in the structure, where 6, is the evaluation of 6 in the state s.
(b) Atomic programs here are assignments x t c, for a term cr. As in CQDL, we let p(x t cr) = ((s, s') 1 s' = s[S,/x]}, w h ere (TV is the evaluation of 0 in s. A similar rule applies for the case when j < i.
shared-CQDL
The language of shared-CQDL has also a set of shared variables {Xi}. Here, too, the semantics is based on a first-order structure as above, and extends that of CQDL as shared-CPDL extends CPDL. Thus a super-state 5 consists of a vector S= [s, ) ... ] s,] of states, with each s, containing a separate valuation for the ordinary (private) variables, and a valuation Z,: {Xi} -+ 9 for the shared variables.
Shared variables can be used just as any other variables in programs and formulas. Nevertheless, it is clear that on the first-order level too we must have the test-and-set command, TS(X).
Semantic rule for Xc g, ifcci=X+o;/?,~=(F,ZS), crS is the evaluation of the term u in s^ and (6 Z,C~,/Xl), i)~p (G(l, i- Note. Here and in several places hereafter, we implicitly assume the existence of at least two distinct elements in the structures domain, namely 0 and 1. (This is needed, for instance, for binary encoding of information in certain simulations.) In all cases it is clear that the special case of a singleton universe can be taken care of separately (i.e., by an additional disjunct in the appropriate formula).
count-CQDL
We let the counting mechanism into count-CQDL just as in the propositional level; as long as the control specification has to specify the desired messages explicitly, it gives no additional power to allow general messages (i.e., the contents of a variable ). In fact, in the next section we show that this system is no more expressive than CQDL itself.
The kill Command
It is sometimes desirable to be able to terminate the execution of some of the processes of a concurrent program. For example, we may want to run several processes of a program LX in parallel, pass some information through the channels, and then terminate some of the processes and proceed in executing a program /I in the remaining processes. Recall that in the present situation, a; /? is interpreted so that /? is executed from the end-state of every branch of the executed tree of ~1, and similarly, (cr) A is interpreted so as to evaluate A in every leaf of the executed tree.
The kill command described in [Pe3] enables the termination of some branches of a tree, so that further subprograms, and the final evaluation of the formula, will not refer to these branches.
The kill command may be defined also in the two extensions described here. For instance, the semantic rule for kill in channel-CQDL is if C(~ = kill; fi and (S(1, i-1) (S(i+ 1, n), f)~p(GI(l, i-1)l E(i+ 1, n)) --then (s, r) E p(k).
In [Pe3] it is shown that the kill command is actually redundant, as it is expressable in CQDL. The same holds for the extensions proposed here. The elimination of kill commands is carried out inductively. Given (a) A (where A contains no appearances of kill, by the inductive hypothesis), we construct the formula A': (xc l,cr')(x=O v (x= 1 A A)), where x is a new variable, and IX' is obtained from c1 by replacing every subprogram p with x = O? u (x = l?; fi), and every kill command with x +-0.
Note. The "Temporary Halt" technique. The same method enables US to suppress some branches of a tree temporarily, and then re-activate them, either by reassigning xc 1 again, or by eliminating the tests x = l? from some point on. This technique will be used extensively in the following section.
Expressiveness Results
In this section we give some expressiveness results concerning the defined logics on the first order level. Let us begin by showing that the counting mechanism adds no power to CQDL. PROPOSITION 9.1. count-CQDL = CQDL.
Proof: Let (cc),,,. A be a singly specified CQDL formula. The message collecting process for a specification # M = 1 (mod t) can be simulated as follows. A [log tl tuple of variables Z = (z, ,..., z~,~~ r, ) will hold, in any state s during the computation, the binary representation of the number of M messages (modulo t) expected to be transmitted by the sub-tree rooted at s. Initially, Z holds 1. Every occurrence of M is replaced by Z +-Z -1 (mod t), and every subprogram /I n y is replaced by ,<iy,-, (2+i;/3n?+-F--i(modt);y). . .
Similar treatment is given to specifications of type (S2).
The final program a' contains no occurrences of messages, but involves tuples Z,,,, for every message M in the original a. The final formula is (a')(A A A Z, = 0), where the conjunction is over all message types in 01. 1
Next we show that channel-CQDL and shared-CQDL are fully equivalent in expressive power. THEOREM 9.2. channel-CQDL = shared-CQDL.
Proof. ( 6 ) The simulation of channels by shared variables goes just as in the propositional case, only modified to account for the general (non-Boolean) nature of the messages.
(> ) The main problems are the simulation of a shared variable X within a program and outside programs, and the simulation of TS(X).
Let X be a shared variable in a formula a of shared-CQDL. In channel-CQDL we use a distinguished (private) variable x to represent X. Outside programs, x is used directly to replace X. Within a program a, in the context of a sub-formula (a) B, simulate X by a process simul,, using two channels, G,, C,, and a new (private) variable y, not appearing in A. Replace (a) B with ((a'; C,?x) n (simul,; kill)) B, where simul,x: (C,?xuC,!xu(G,?y;x=O?;x+- I))*, and a' is obtained from c1 by the following modifications:
( 1) Every assignment X t CJ is replaced by x t o; C, !x. (2) Every occurrence of an assignment zt o(X) is replaced by C,?x; z +-a(x).
(3) Every occurrence of KS(X) is replaced by G, ! 1.
(4) A test D? containing occurrences of X is translated internally into D', and then replaced by C',?x; D'?. This is meant to ensure that the evaluation of D' starts with the current, up-to-date value of X. (Note that each program within D' has its own mechanism simul, for handling X. )
This modification has to be repeated for every shared variable appearing in the program a. 1
Our next goal is to relate these systems in expressiveness to other systems of dynamic logic.
We consider the following versions. QDL,,, is obtained from QDL by enriching the control structure of programs with recursive procedures with parameter. The language arr-QDL is obtained by allowing array assignments, i.e., assignments of the form J(x) +-g, where f is a function symbol and g is a term. The main part of this program spawns an arbitrary number of processes, each of which is responsible for issuing an element of the Herbrand universe through chan-nel C. Either it sends some di or xi, or it accpets ri values y, ,..., y, through C, and sends back fi( y I,..., y,,). 1 COROLLARY 9.5. QDL,, < channel-CQDL.
COROLLARY 9.6. CQDL < channel-CQDL.
As an upper bound we would like to compare channel-CQDL with am-QDL. Denote by (s, co) the collection of infinite denumerable structures (9, SUC, d,...) with an infinite acyclic successor function suc over the domain, starting with the constant d. Over such structures, channel-CQDL can be shown no more expressive than arr-QDL.
Note. Even on these "arithmetical" structures (cf.
[Hl ] ) we compare expressiveness in the strong sense of uniform translations: for two logics L, , L,, and a collection G of structures, we say that L, 6 G L2 if for every formula A I E L, there is a formula &E L2 s.t. rc(AL) = rc(A2) in every structure of G. In contrast, the expressiveness comparisons stated in [H 1 ] between languages over arithmetical structures are non-uniform; they supply different formulas A, as equivalents of A, over different structures. More precisely, g,(d,),..., g,(d,) keep the current values of the variables x,,..., x, in the process pi, i.e., they represent the state in which the process is. As for the "next command" of each process, we apply the same method used to simulate CQDL programs by QDLproc programs in [Pel] . Define sub(~) as the collection of subprograms of ~1, and attach a label 1, to every /?Esu~(c(); also define lend to denote the end of the program. Now f (d,) will contain the label of the current command to be executed by process pi.
Next, assign a set N, of labels to every p~sub(a). The labels of N, are those to which one can proceeed after executing fl. These sets are defined by induction, as follows:
, Each procedure rule mimics some semantic rule of channel-CQDL in some process. Thus each activation of some rules corresponds to advancing the super-state, or cut, one step down the computation tree, as described in Fig. 3 .1. For instance, in the case of p = xi t 0, procedure ruleB first picks up some process-idj and stores it in y. It then checks that process j indeed has to execute /I in its next step, and simulates it (by assigning Q to gi(j)). Finally, J-S program counterf(j) is adanced to the next command to be executed after /I (or one of N,, if several possibilities exist).
All the rules are now combined together into ( ) * Cd: (J rules u IJ ruleS,y . Finally, in A' we have to verify that B holds in any final state of any of the active processes, where B is the arr-QDL equivalent of A, guaranteed by the inductive hypothesis In the other direction, it seems that a full simulation of arrays in channel-CQDL might not be possible. Indeed, an array f can be simulated inside the main flow of a program c ( [Pe2] , relying on the fact that any specific run of an arr-QDL program utilizes only a finite segment of J However, this simulation fails when f is to be additionally used (after being changed) either outside the (a) connective or within tests in a.
Finally we consider a version with bounded degree of concurrency. Denote by channel-bc-CQDL the restriction of channel-CQDL to programs with no occurrences of n under *. PROPOSITION 9.8. channel-bc-CQDL = QDL.
Proof One direction is immediate. For the other direction, use induction on the structure of a formula in channel-bc-CQDL. In particular, let (a) true be a formula in channel-bc-CQDL, where by the inductive hypothesis every test of a is a QDL formula. Translate a into shared-CQDL (i.e., into a program using shared variables instead of channels). Note that by our translation procedure, the resulting program must also have a fixed number of processes; one for each process of the original a, and one for each channel appearing in a. Now transform (the graph description of) a into a tree form by repeatedly applying the following rewrite rules to any subprogram of a, whenever possible:
Next, merge concurrent subprograms /I1 n /I1 into sequential programs, cancelling the use of n . This is done inductively, starting with the innermost n, in the following way. Let X = (x ,,..., x,), X= (X, ,..., X,) be the tuples of private and shared variables of some subprogram fil n p2, respectively. In each of the two subprograms pi, i = 1, 2, replace X with a tuple of new variables Xi = (x; ,..., ,$), so that each fii now uses a set of distinct private variables. Now, regard /?I and Bz as regular expressions over an alphabet containing all involved tests cp?, assignments x +. g, X+ 0 and test-and-set commands 7'S(X), and construct the regular expression y corresponding to the shuffle of 8, and /I*. Finally let 6 =x' c X; x2 c X; y, This results in a single sequential program equivalent to the original p, n &. Proceed in this fashion until there are no more occurrences of n in the program. Finally replace any occurrence of ES(X) with X= O?; Xc 1. Call the resulting program CI'. Then (a') true is the QDL-equivalent of (a) true. [
Discussion
The computation model underlying the programs of CDL is that of and/or trees, appearing in various forms in languages and systems such as concurrent goto programs [Ma, Ch] [Sl] . We discuss some of the semantical considerations and choices involved in the definitions of our languages by comparing the program schemes of channel-CQDL to those of CSP, the concurrent programming language of Communicating Sequential Processes [Ho] .
One major difference between the two systems is that in programs of CSP, the tree-like behaviour is restricted to the scope of a parallel command [a, /I . .. I/ cc,]. This means that the execution of the next command starts only after the termination of all the processes of the current parallel command. Hence, the fundamental program transformation enabling the global tree behaviour in our languages, (0 11 y); 6 = (13; 6) 1) (y; 6), does not hold in CSP.
Another difference between our programs and the original version of CSP (as decribed in [Ho] ) is that in CSP, the number of processes is pre-defined, hence bound by a constant. As we have seen, a restriction of channel-CQDL under this requirement yields a language no more expressive than regular QDL. Several papers have since augmented CSP by eliminating this restriction.
Yet another difference is that in the original CSP, communication is achieved by process naming rather than via channels; the processes are identified by their names, and a process Pi can send the value of x to Pi by issuing the command P,!x. This message is received by P, into y by simultaneously executing Pi?y. We have used Milner's channel naming instead [Ml] , and our communication method is, therefore, the same as that of [HN] .
However, the two methods of communication are equivalent when the number of processes is fixed. Clearly process naming can be simulated by channels, using a dedicated channel C, for all messages from Pi to P,. Conversely, channels can be simulated by process naming in the following way. Suppose the channel C is used in a program LY for sending messages from processes PI,..., P, and for accepting messages in Q,,..., Q,. Then in any process R, any appearance of C!x can be replaced by U~siG,,~sZR Qi. lx, and any appearance of C?x can be replaced by Ul<ick,P,ZR pi?x* There are several other differences which may be viewed as "syntactic sugaring" of CSP. Such a difference is the existence of arrays. Obviously, pre-defined, fixedlength arrays can be simulated in regular QDL by a collection of individual variables, plus a tuple of variables serving as a pointer.
One should note that for comparisons over our uninterpreted structures, expressions of CSP must also be uninterpreted; for instance, arithmetical built-in functions such as "plus" are not allowed, unless supplied by the underlying structure.
The semantics given here for our languages is essentially of operational nature. The definitions describe the operation of a program as a whole, based on its computation trees. We would like to be able to characterize the basic program connectives by means of simple denotational rules, or "axioms," as in PDL or CPDL, and thus define the meaning of a program by induction on its structure. Several works have proposed denotational semantics for CSP and related models of parallelism, like those of [Ml, HBR] . Most such semantics (e.g., in [FHLdR, MM, FLP] ) are based on defining the interpretation for each process separately, and then binding them together to give the joint meaning of a program. This calls for a more complex semantical domain, and essentially requires the semantics to record the history of communications for each process, in addition to its states. It seems plausible that such semantics can be defined for our language too, and this appraoch seems a promising line for future research.
Let us now turn to some of the logical aspects of our systems. There are several branches of the field of proof systems and logics that consider parallel programs and processes. Formal (e.g., Hoare-style) proof systems exist for CSP and related models (cf. [AFdR, ChM] ). An important logical framework is temporal Zogic and its concurrent version [Pn, MaPl, MaP2] . In this system it is possible to express assertions regarding the ongoing behaviour of a program, i.e., to refer to the intermediate states of a computation path. However, in concurrent temporal logic the basic environment is the "shared memory" model, in which the concurrent processors constantly operate on the same data (in an interleaved fashion). Our focus is slightly different, as we view processes as essentially independent, and allow interaction and cooperation only via the designated communication mechanisms. Furthermore, in the basic versions of temporal logic, the semantical world recognizes only a single, fixed program, whose representation is based on labeled program schemes rather than on structured schemes, and discussion of parallel activities might become cumbersome for an involved program. (This situation has changed in some recent work concerning concurrent and compositional temporal logic [BKP] ). In contrast, DL owes its attraction in part to the fact that programs are described in it in the structured, modular form of regular expressions, enabling convenient decomposition of formulas.
CDL, and Dynamic Logic in general, is tailored towards discussing correctness issues. This makes CDL especially suitable for treating properties of concurrent algorithms for specific computational problems. On the other hand, an apparent deficiency of CDL is that it is not properly equipped for handling issues like safety, liveness and fairness, and therefore is less suitable for dicussing distributed systems, in which such issues play a vital role. The reasons for this situation are rooted in a basic property of the semantics of Dynamic Logic (DL) namely, the intepretation of a program as the collection of "start-end" pairs of states of its successful halting runs. This has the implication that DL has no means of referring to the intermediate states of a computation, but only to its "input-output" relation. Another implication is that DL considers only finite computations, hence it cannot handle aspects of infinite computations, such as fairness, inlinite loops etc. Further, DL lacks a mechanism for distinguishing between different types of failures. All failures (e.g., unsuccessful tests, inexecutable atomic programs or deadlocks) are handled the same, by omitting the corresponding run from consideration, as it does not result in a legal start-end pair of states.
Previous papers have considered extending DL to handle infinite computations ([St], cf. [Hl] ). It is conceivable that one can study versions of CDL which take more of the above-mentioned issues into account. Part of the solution may be achieved along the lines of the various semantics given for CSP, i.e., by adding special "deadlock" and "failure" states to the models and changing the semantic rules accordingly, resulting in a more elaborate semantics. This line of study is left for further research.
Many other interesting questions still wait to be asked and clarified. It seems to us that the situation presented in this paper calls for a thorough study of the gap between "pure" concurrency, represented by CPDL, on the one end, and full global communication, represented by channel-CPDL, on the other. Various limitations on the scope of communication may lead to a hierarchy of logics, in terms of expressiveness and complexity. It may also be possible to obtain axiomatizations for systems with restricted communication capabilities. In particular, such a line of research may lead to the development of a more attractive concurrent dynamic logic, with the desirable properties of admitting a reasonably powerful communication scheme, being decidable, and having a simple complete axiom system.
